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The research and development of trailed Beach-Cleaner is based on the project 
“West Coast protection and utilization of technology and equipment research and 
development base construction” in Fujian Province, which is of important 
significance to beach environment protection and management. Traffic Ability is one 
of important problem to Beach-Cleaner at zhe beach can normal running and efficient 
work smoothly.  
Sand samples are taken from beach surface, and test analysis on the physical and 
mechanical properties of the sand are made, which provides basic parameters of the 
sand for the interaction of the tires and sand.According to the results of the study on 
sand in this paper, tractor and car tires on the beach cleaning vehicles are matched. 
Mechanical model of the interaction of the wheel and sand is made, the formula are 
provided to calculate the compaction resistance, sand-pushing resistance, driving 
force and scraping sand resistance when the driving of the vehicle. 
The results of the medical model are tested by the self-developed device --  
driving wheel traction sand trough, and it shows good consistency between the 
theoretical model calculation and experimental results; by changing the vertical load 
on the wheel, wheel speedier inflation pressure and sand compactness, the effect of 
these parameters on the driving wheel traction are studied. 
According to the test results of the driving wheel traction performance, tire 
pressure of traction tractor, traction point height and weight are chosen. Based on the 
provided calculation model, the vertility of vehicle are calculated, the result shows 
that in the slope less than 10.6 º on the beach, the beach clean vehicles can run 
normally and the vertility are satisfied.By simply testing a sample Beach-Cleaner, 
results are made that in working condition, the beaches clean vehicles can finish the 
normal drive, which shows a better consistency with the theoretical results. 














provides important theoretical basis and experimental data.through to the prototype 
testing, this research method is accurate and effective, which is provide a reference to 
beach vehicles for follow-up research. 
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据 2010 年《三亚海岸线徒步环保调查报告》显示：调查人员在总长 650 米
的抽样调查沙滩上，共清理出垃圾 277.53 公斤，在 550 米的抽样调查沙滩上，
发现垃圾 3997 件，即每公里垃圾重量 427 公斤，每公里垃圾件数 7267 件。与国
际海滩垃圾清洁运动(International Coastal Cleanup，ICC)2009 年的数据相
比，三亚每公里海岸线的垃圾重量是全球平均值的 3 倍，垃圾件数是全球平均值
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